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BIA Work to Build and Safeguard 
the Clay Brick Industry  

NBRC Forum 

October 3, 2018 

We Need Manufacturer Employees Actively Involved in Our Work.
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I. BIA Key EH&S Issues 

II. BIA Advocacy Efforts in Support of EH&S Issue Positions 

III. Additional BIA Programs to Build 
& Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry

EH&S Issues

ØEPA MACT Rule  

ØHunton Andrews Kurth, LLP representing
ØExtension requests submitted
ØRule proposal forthcoming between now and mid-2019
ØBIA working to support the EPA so that final rule is defensible in Court of 

Appeals (e.g., to provide stronger explanations; new rule does not have to be 
more stringent)

ØAddress such issues as stringent mercury limits & health-basis of rule.
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EH&S Issues

ØPursuing Passage of BRICK Act   

ØHaving passed the House, as well as the Senate Env’t & Public Works 
committee, the BRICK Act awaits consideration on the Senate floor

ØIn today’s poisoned political climate, virtually no policy bills can pass 
the Senate floor  

ØNevertheless, BIA is fighting for passage through 

ØPolicy arguments aimed at wary Democrats 

ØSeeking a possible attachment of the BRICK Act to a must-pass bill 

ØLame duck session of Congress appears to be only viable possibility

EH&S Issues

ØOSHA Silica rule  

ØBIA submitted input and edits for OSHA’s yet-to-be-issued Guidance on 
compliance.  This consists of 37 pages of questions and answers.

ØRelated concern is the matter of contractors’ ability to meet the standard.

ØAction level of just 50 micrograms per cubic meter of air (50% below the 
exposure limit).  Labs can’t even measure to that level of accuracy. 
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EH&S Issues

ØPM2.5   

ØEPA conducting five year review of National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) for PM2.5 to determine if revisions are necessary. Review to be 
complete by end of 2020. 

ØAgency is expected to soon release its first draft Integrated Science 
Assessment.  

ØReportedly, EPA staff plan to call for a significant reduction in PM2.5; this 
would lead to many areas flipping into non-attainment.   

EH&S Issues

ØOzone   

ØEPA is similarly conducting a five year review of ozone NAAQS to determine 
whether the current standard of 70 parts per million needs revision. 

ØThe agency is hoping to complete its review by end of 2020. 

ØIndustry position will be that no revision is needed to protect public health. 
Industry will also be trying to improve EPA’s methodology for conducting 
NAAQS reviews.  
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EH&S Issues

ØNew Source Review Reform for Major Sources  

ØProject aggregation: a final rule entitled “Reconsideration of the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Nonattainment NSR 
Project Aggregation” is pending review.  The rule should be 
proposed shortly. 

ØProject emissions accounting regulation is the basis for a pending 
rule on which BIA should have a chance to comment in 2019. It is 
believed that the agency has new guidance clarifying that both 
decreases and increases in emissions should be considered in the 
initial step of the NSR applicability process.

EH&S Issues

ØNew Source Review Reform for Major Sources   (cont’d) 

ØAffordable clean energy program (ACE) would replace the 2015 

‘Clean Power’ plan, and establish emissions guidelines for states to 

develop plans to address GHG emissions from existing coal-fired 

power plants.  The proposed rule would allow states to adopt an 

hourly emissions increase test to determine whether a physical or 

operational change constitutes a major modification requiring 

NSR.  Comment period closes October 31, 2018.   
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EH&S Issues

ØRisk Management Program (RMP)     

ØIn a ‘midnight’ regulatory action, the Obama Administration EPA finalized 
RMP amendments, which apply to companies storing listed hazardous 
substances in more than a specified threshold quantity at their facilities.  
These changes lead to safer technology, alternative analyses, third-party 
audits, incident investigations, and information availability. 

ØEPA is expected to, in February, 2019, issue a final rule to revise the RMP 
regulations. 

EH&S Issues

ØEPA Waters of the US (WOTUS) Rule      

ØIssued in 2015, the rule vastly re-defined the scope of waters under the jurisdiction 
of the EPA and Army Corps under the Clean Water Act (CWA).  Accordingly, small 
streams or shallow water beds could subsequently be deemed ‘federal waters,’ thus 
subject to the CWA. 

ØBrick plants that discharge wastewater to a possible ‘water of the U.S.’ should consult 
individual counsel to determine whether a National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) Permit is issued. 
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EH&S Issues

ØImprove tracking of workplace injuries and illnesses  

OSHA issued a proposed rule to adjust an Obama 
Administration rule that employers with more than 250
employees must electronically submit information 
from OSHA’s Forms 300 and 300A. Also, OSHA is considering a
requirement that covered employers submit their Electronic
Identification Number (EIN) along with their injury and illness
data submission.  

EH&S Issues

ØOSHA Lockout / Tagout 

This anticipated rulemaking would seek to revise the LOTO standard to 
permit technological solutions to controlling hazards.  Many employers 
would support such an effort, as the EU does far more than the US to 
permit technological solutions to control hazards. 
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We Need Manufacturer Employees Actively Involved in Our Work.

I. BIA Key EH&S Issues 

II. BIA Advocacy Efforts in Support of EH&S Issues 

III. Additional BIA Programs to Build 
& Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry
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“Few relationships are as critical to the business enterprise

as the relationship to government….To a large extent, the

relationship to government results from what businesses 

do, or fail, to do.”
- Peter Drucker 

BIA Advocacy Efforts 
in Support of EH&S Issue Positions

ØImproving the Political Climate 

-BIA is working with the National Association of Manufacturers
to enable highest possible number of Brick Industry members to
vote for pro-business candidates in November 6 election.

- Web-based portal will deliver information on: 
- voter registration
- voting places, and 
- candidates. 
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BIA Advocacy Efforts 
in Support of EH&S Issue Positions

ØImproving the Political Climate 

- 65 percent of employees are more likely to vote based on information they
receive from their employers

- 73 percent of employees want to hear from their employer on public
policy issues affecting their job, or voting location or candidate for office  

- 83 percent of employees found information rec’d from employers helpful
in deciding how to vote

BIA Advocacy Efforts 
in Support of EH&S Issue Positions

ØBolstering Grass Roots Advocacy  

ØBIA will work to foster more diligent member efforts establish & cultivate relationships with 
staff of Federal elected officials 

- Facility tours 
- Letter writing 
- Forwarding of comments to agencies 

- 97 percent of Congressional staff say that in-person constituent visits have a positive
influence on an undecided Member of Congress
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When trying to ascertain how to gain influence in policy advocacy, 
think of the political world as a sort of restaurant….. 

When trying to ascertain how to gain influence in policy advocacy, 
think of the political world as a sort of restaurant…..

If you’re not at the table….
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When trying to ascertain how to gain influence in policy advocacy, 
think of the political world as a sort of restaurant…..

If you’re not at the table….you’re on the menu.  

BIA Advocacy Efforts 
in Support of EH&S Issue Positions

ØBrick PAC for a Stronger America was established in 2006 to help 
provide support for candidates for Federal office to attain their single 
greatest goal: getting elected.   

- Brick PAC raises and disburses hard dollars (meaning: really
difficult to raise) to give to campaigns of candidates that support
regulation that is rooted in sound science, transparent data, and
common sense. 

- BIA can only solicit contributions from certain employees at
companies that approved BIA as the 1 association to request
funds.   
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BIA Advocacy Efforts 
in Support of EH&S Issue Positions

ØTangibly assist campaigns of supportive officials  

- Brick PAC should be significantly enlarged

- Brick PAC should disburse contributions strategically given the
most pressing issues confronting us

- Delivery of contributions from active BIA members to
candidates can do a great deal to enhance officials’ appreciation
of brick industry’s contributions and concerns  

We Need Manufacturer Employees Actively Involved in Our Work.
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I. BIA Key EH&S Issues 

II. BIA Advocacy Efforts in Support of EH&S Issues 

III. Additional BIA Programs to Build 
& Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry

Additional BIA Programs to 
Build & Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry 

ØBrick University Online  

- 13 courses the successful completion of which
leads to “Certified Brick Specialist” designation. This 
enables the CBS designee to present to architects under
BIA’s AIA number. 

- More than 6,000 courses taken.
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Additional BIA Programs to 
Build & Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry 

ØQuarterly webinars with cutting-edge information  

- Typical topics include: 

Brick matching 
Plan reading 
Cleaning Brick 

Additional BIA Programs to 
Build & Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry 

ØOutstanding Engineering & Research   

- Tech Notes completed: 

TN1 Hot & Cold weather construction; and 

TN 20 Cleaning 

- Development of an industry average Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD).  This will enable industry to make 
authoritative, empirical assertions about brick’s environmental
friendliness.  
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Additional BIA Programs to 
Build & Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry 

ØCutting-Edge Marketing of Brick    

- The Southeast region is spending more than $500,000 on a new
online campaign targeting millennials (a group never before
targeted).  Campaign is rooted in fresh, innovative creative.   

- Results are impressive:  BIA Youtube channel getting 1,700
views every day.

- Almost $1 million planned for 2019.  Campaign expanding into
Mid-Atlantic. 

I. BIA Key EH&S Issues 

II.    BIA Advocacy Efforts in Support of EH&S Issues 

III.   Additional BIA Programs to Build 
& Safeguard the Clay Brick Industry
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We Need Manufacturer Employees Actively Involved in Our Work.


